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Abstract

Structure borne noise induced by vibrating systems is considered as a ma-
jor contribution to the noise generated inside vehicles and can be assessed
using Transfer Path Analysis (TPA) methods. Their theoretical formulation
requires the mobility of either the vibrating system, the receiving structure
or the assembly of the two components according to all Degrees of Freedom
(DoFs). However, rotational and in-plane DoFs cannot be measured easily
and their determination may result in a more complex experimental set-up or
an increase in measurement uncertainties. The need for assessing the full mo-
bility matrices thus deserves to be investigated. In this work, the robustness
of multiple TPA methods dedicated to the design and validation phases of
aircraft light equipment is investigated numerically according to the mobility
matrices completeness and by considering several configurations of assemblies
(i.e., different active source properties, different numbers of contact points).
Numerical models have been developed to simulate a source with controlled
vibratory behavior and the spatial averaged mean-square velocity on the re-
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ceiving structure is used as an objective indicator of the method’s robustness.
For proper predictions accuracy, it is shown that the required completeness
should account for the terms of highest amplitude and thus depends on the
(i) TPA method, (ii) active behavior of the source and (iii) coupling con-
figuration. A completeness involving all the DoFs is generally required for
TPA methods based entirely on the mobility of the decoupled components.
Otherwise, the omission of rotational or in-plan DoFs could be suitable for
TPA methods based on the mobility of the assembly.

Keywords: Structure Borne Noise, Transfer Path Analysis,
Component-Based Transfer Path Analysis, Dynamic Substructuring,
Uncertainties, Rotational Degree of Freedom

Abbreviations

(CB-)TPA = (Component-based) transfer path analysis
CB-TPA-DS = CB-TPA with dynamic substructuring
DoF(s) = Degree(s) of freedom
IDR = Interdecile range
RMS = Root mean square
-FB = pertaining to the blocked forces method
-IS, ISP = pertaining to the in situ method
-MI = pertaining to the matrix inverse method
-Vf = pertaining to the free velocity method
Completenesses

FULL = involving all DoFs
OOP = involving the out-of-plane DoFs
TDOF = involving all translational DoFs
Z = involving the z -axis translational DoF

1. Introduction1

Multiple vibrating systems (or sources) are integrated in aircraft and can2

induce annoying noise in the cabin [1, 2]. This noise, so-called structure3

borne noise, could be mitigated if the vibrating system, receiving structure4

and interfaces are well designed during the development phase. Work sharing5

rules are generally such that the vibrating system is designed by a supplier6
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according to the aircraft manufacturer’s requirements. In this context, the7

manufacturer requires suitable methods to predict the structure borne noise8

during the design phase, but also during the validation phase to ensure the9

vibroacoustic quality of the systems integrated into the final product.10

Source characterization [4], dynamic substructuring [5] and Transfer Path11

Analysis (TPA) [3] methods have been developed in the last decades in order12

to perform dynamical analysis and specify proper design guidelines related13

to noise mitigation. Source characterization refers to methods for assessing14

intrinsic dynamic properties of the source [4]. Dynamic substructuring refers15

to a procedure to build the passive dynamic behavior of an assembly from the16

passive dynamic properties of its decoupled components [5]. TPA refers to17

methods for analyzing the transmission of mechanical vibrations in assemblies18

and identifying the origins of noise [3]. TPA methods can be separated into19

two subgroups: classical TPA and Component-Based TPA (CB-TPA) [3].20

Classical TPA is based on the determination of the passive dynamic prop-21

erty of the receiving structure alone (i.e., mobility, vibro-acoustic transfer22

function) and the forces generated at the interface between the vibrating sys-23

tem and the receiving structure. These forces, so-called operational forces,24

are an inherent active dynamic property of the assembly (i.e., substituting25

a component by another changes the operational forces). CB-TPA is based26

on the characterization of the passive dynamic property of the assembly and27

the equivalent forces [3]. These forces are an intrinsic property of the source28

and their determination can be provided by multiple source characterization29

methods, such as the in situ method [6]. Since both classical TPA and CB-30

TPA methods require a dynamic quantity pertaining to the assembly, they31

are mainly dedicated for troubleshooting problems on an existing product32

during the validation phase. In contrast, the joint use of CB-TPA and dy-33

namic substructuring methods, referred to as CB-TPA-DS thereafter, allows34

assessing the response of the assembly using only intrinsic properties of the35

decoupled components. CB-TPA-DS is thus well suited for the design phase,36

but combines the difficulties related to CB-TPA and dynamic substructuring37

to predict the dynamic of the assembly, making CB-TPA-DS to be considered38

as the ’Holy Grail’ by van der Seijs et al. [4].39

However, the aforementioned methods are still not widely spread in the40

industry, partly owing to the experimental limitations [7] and measurement41

uncertainties [8, 9]. The main source of uncertainties reported in the liter-42

ature is related to the completeness of the interface description [3, 10] (i.e.,43

the number and nature of DoFs used to model the movement at the con-44
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tact interface of an assembly or its components). Indeed, a minimum of 645

DoFs are required to constrain all motions of the interface (e.g., 3 DoFs in46

translation and 3 in rotation at a single point) [15, 37]. However, for time47

and ease of implementation purpose, rotational DoFs are commonly omitted48

(two recent standards oversee the application of CB-TPA and CB-TPA-DS49

methods considering the translational DoFs only, see [7, 12]), leading to the50

omission of 75% of the terms of the mobility matrices. In some specific51

cases, this simplification leads to correct predictions [1, 13, 14]. However,52

some experimental investigations have underlined that including rotational53

DoFs may improve the prediction accuracy of the DS [15], CB-TPA [16, 17]54

or CB-TPA-DS [18, 19] methods. The numerical investigations unanimously55

highlight the importance of considering rotational DoFs for the application56

of DS [20, 21, 22, 23], CB-TPA and CB-TPA-DS [12] methods. Both nu-57

merical and experimental investigations usually focus on the influence of the58

rotational DoFs omission on the TPA and dynamic substructuring method’s59

robustness (the prediction accuracy associated with a completeness involving60

translational DoFs only being evaluated by comparison with one associated61

with a full completeness involving all of the DoFs [15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]). On62

the other hand, the investigations related to the influence of the omission of63

in-plan DoFs on the TPA and dynamic substructuring method’s robustness64

are scarce [24]. However, the consideration of those DoFs is challenging in65

the case of a flat and thin receiving structure as commonly encountered in66

aircraft applications, since such structures prevent the application of in-plan67

excitations.68

Moreover, the benefit of including rotational DoFs is not always found69

significant [25]. The influence of their omission on the TPA and dynamic70

substructuring method’s prediction is expected to depend on the dynamic71

behaviors of the considered structure [23, 26]. However, the investigations on72

the influence of DoFs omission on TPA and dynamic substructuring method73

prediction are generally conducted on structures with a specific active and74

passive dynamic behavior. To author’s knowledge, the active dynamic be-75

havior is generally not controlled and its influence on TPA methods accuracy76

has never been investigated. Furthermore, the passive dynamic behavior of77

the assembly or the components is generally not detailed and its relation with78

the influence of DoFs omission on TPA methods accuracy has also never been79

investigated, to the author’s knowledge. Finally, the structures are usually80

academic (beams [22] and plates [20, 21, 23] assemblies) or from the auto-81

motive industry [13, 17, 18, 25, 27]). In the specific case of aeronautical-like82
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structures, investigations related to TPA methods applications are scarce.83

Finally, the investigations generally focus on a given TPA method. How-84

ever, the influence of the DoFs omission may depend on the considered85

method: the influence of the rotational DoFs omission has been evaluated86

for a classical TPA and a CB-TPA method [27] and for a CB-TPA and a87

CB-TPA-DS method [12]; in both cases the results suggest that the meth-88

ods’ predictions have different sensitivities to the rotational DoFs omission.89

This may be explained by the differences between the governing equations of90

each subgroup of TPA methods.91

The objective of this paper is to evaluate the sensitivity of multiple TPA92

methods to the mobility matrices completeness, considering several configu-93

rations of assemblies (i.e., different active source properties, different num-94

bers of contact points). The investigations are numerical and conducted on95

an academic structure composed of a rigid source attached to a plate, which96

are designed to mimic the dynamic behavior of an aeronautical hydraulic97

pump attached to an aircraft structure. Four matrix completenesses are con-98

sidered in order to evaluate the impact of rotational DoFs omission, as well99

as in-plane DoFs, and more generally to identify the DoFs with the highest100

contributions for the dynamic of structures under study. Four active dynamic101

behaviors of the source are also considered in order to evaluate the impact of102

the source on the TPA method’s prediction accuracy. Only numerical inves-103

tigations are considered in order to fully control the source active behavior,104

characterize the dynamic properties according to the 6 DoFs and to avoid the105

sources of uncertainties other than the completeness of the mobility matrices.106

The spatial averaged mean-square velocity of the receiving structure is used107

as the objective indicator. A statistical representation based on boxplots is108

introduced and used for a global comparison of the predictions accuracy from109

a TPA method to another.110

The remainder of this document is organized as follows. Sect. 2 deals111

with the theoretical background of classical TPA, CB-TPA and CB-TPA-112

DS methods. In Sect. 3, the numerical models used for the investigations113

is presented. In Sect. 4, the passive and active dynamical properties of the114

assembly and its components are examined in order to provide useful infor-115

mation to interpret the results provided by all the TPA methods of interest.116

In Sect. 5, the robustness of the TPA methods is investigated according to the117

completeness of the mobility matrices and considering multiple active behav-118

iors of the source component and coupling configurations with the receiving119

components (i.e., one and four interface points).120
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2. Theoretical background121

An assembly composed of a vibrating system A and a receiving struc-122

ture B is schematically presented in Fig. 1. Both components are connected123

together at point 2 thanks to a rigid and mass-less interface. The origin of124

vibrations is due to the internal dynamic excitation of the source A, repre-125

sented by the forces f1 and velocities u1 at location 1. The velocities u4 at126

locations 4 on the receiving structure induced by the source vibration are127

used to assess operational or equivalent forces by an inverse method. The128

velocities u3 at target locations 3 are directly simulated and also predicted129

using the classical TPA, CB-TPA and CB-TPA-DS methods. Only the ve-130

locity normal to the surface of the receiving structure is considered, meaning131

u3 ∈ Cn3×1, where n3 is the number of target velocity.

Figure 1: Sketch of the assembly where the source A generates vibration (f1,u1) trans-
mitted through interface 2 to the receiving structure B, where the indicator and target
velocities are respectively u4 and u3.

132

2.1. Mobility definition133

The governing equations of the TPA methods are based on admittance134

(the inverse of the impedance). Admittance corresponds to the ease of move-135

ment of a mechanical structure. The admittance Yik is defined as the ratio136

between a movement quantity at DoF i denoted ui and an effort applied at137

DoF k denoted fk (assuming a linear behavior of the structure)138

Yik =
ui
fk
. (1)

Superscripts (?)A, (?)B and (?)AB are added on Yik hereafter to indicate139
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the structure or assembly on which the mobility is measured (e.g., Y A
ik denotes140

a mobility pertaining to the source).141

Admittance is usually expressed as mobility, namely the movement quan-142

tities are homogeneous to translation or rotational velocities and efforts are143

forces or moments. All terms of Eq. 1 are frequency dependent but the144

angular frequency (ω) is omitted to lighten notations. The movement and145

effort being according to six DoFs, the mobility can be expressed in matrix146

form of size [6 × 6], as shown in Fig. 2, the rows correspond to the veloc-147

ities according to each DoF and the columns to the forces and moments148

(ui refers to a velocity, θi to a rotational velocity, fk to a force and τk to a149

moment). The completeness is referred as FULL, when all mobility terms150

are considered in the mobility matrix. Experimentally, the assessment of151

the FULL completeness is challenging, since it requires the determination152

of rotational DoFs. Three intermediate completenesses are commonly used,153

namely Z, TDOF and out-of-plane (OOP), which are depicted in Fig. 2. The154

Z completeness only involves the term Yuzfz , related to the velocity and force155

along the z -axis. The TDOF completeness only involves the terms related to156

the translational DoFs. Both Z and TDOF completenesses are usually used157

for experimental purposes because they require only an impact hammer and158

accelerometers. The OOP completeness involves terms related to the z -axis159

TDOF and the x - and y-axis rotational DoFs and is well suited for describing160

the bending motion [34]. The OOP completeness is easier to access experi-161

mentally than the FULL completeness, but still requires an indirect method162

for the determination of rotational DoFs, which may be another source of163

uncertainties [35].164

The number of DoFs considered is referred thereafter to the variable n2165

(i.e., depending on the completeness chosen, n2 = 1, 3 or 6 for a single166

interface point and n2 = 4, 12 or 36 for four interface points).167

2.2. TPA-MI, CB-TPA and CB-TPA-DS methods168

The classical TPA methods allow for predicting the target velocity u3169

based on the transfer mobility of the receiving structure YB
32 (where YB

32 ∈170

Cn3×n2) and operational forces gB2 (where gB2 ∈ Cn2×1)171

u3 = YB
32g

B
2 . (2)

The operational forces can be provided by the transfer mobility of the re-172

ceiving structure YB
42 (where YB

42 ∈ Cn4×n2 , n4 being the number of indicator173
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Figure 2: Mobility matrix: depiction of the Z, TDOF, OOP and FULL completenesses
(color online).

DoFs) and the indicator velocities uAB4 (where uAB4 ∈ Cn4×1) when the source174

is turned on175

gB2 = (YB
42)

+uAB4 , (3)

where (?)+ denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse [29]. The operational forces176

can also be provided by the direct mobility YB
22 (where YB

22 ∈ Cn2×n2). In177

this work, the classical TPA method based on Eqs. 2 and 3 is called Matrix178

Inverse (MI) and referred to as TPA-MI in the following.179

As mentioned previously, Component-Based TPA (CB-TPA) methods180

allow predicting the target velocity based on the transfer mobility of the181

assembly YAB
32 (where YAB

32 ∈ Cn3×n2) and equivalent forces f eq2 (where f eq2 ∈182

Cn2×1) [3] from183

u3 = YAB
32 f eq2 . (4)

The equivalent forces are intrinsic properties of the source and can be de-184

termined by several source characterization methods. The equivalent forces185

correspond to the blocked forces f bl2 (where f bl2 ∈ Cn2×1)186

f eq2 = f bl2 , (5)

which can be measured using an infinitely stiff receiving structure. CB-TPA187

based on blocked forces is referred to as CB-TPA-FB hereafter. To avoid the188

need of such an impracticable receiving structure, the equivalent forces may189
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be assessed by the ”free velocity” or ”in situ” methods [6]. The free velocity190

method consists in suspending the source so as to measure the direct mobility191

YA
22 at the interface point (where YA

22 ∈ Cn2×n2) as well as the free velocity192

ufree2 (where ufree2 ∈ Cn2×1) when the source operates. The equivalent forces193

are given by194

f eq2 = (YA
22)

−1ufree2 . (6)

CB-TPA based on this method is referred to as CB-TPA-Vf hereafter. With195

the in situ method, the source is coupled to a test bench denoted P . Then,196

the equivalent forces are provided by the transfer mobility YAP
42 (where197

YAP
42 ∈ Cn4×n2) and indicator velocities uAP4 (where uAP4 ∈ Cn4×1):198

f eq2 = (YAP
42 )+uAP4 . (7)

CB-TPA based on this method is referred to as CB-TPA-IS hereafter when199

the test bench corresponds to the receiving structure (P = B) and CB-TPA-200

ISP otherwise (P 6= B).201

The mobility of the assembly (YAB
32 ) is then expressed from the mobili-202

ties of the decoupled components (YA
22, YB

22 and YB
32) thanks to the dynamic203

substructuring procedure. The joint use of CB-TPA and dynamic substruc-204

turing allows predicting the target velocity u3 by means of the mobility of205

both decoupled components and the equivalent forces according to206

u3 = YB
32(Y

A
22 + YB

22)
−1YA

22f
eq
2 , (8)

and is referred to as CB-TPA-DS hereafter.207

To sum up, nine methods are investigated in this work, namely: the TPA-208

MI, four CB-TPA (FB, Vf, IS, ISP) and four CB-TPA-DS (FB, Vf, IS, ISP)209

methods, which are summarized in Tab. 1.210

Each term of the mobility matrices (YA
22, YB

22, YAB
32 , ...), the free velocities211

(ufree2 ) and blocked forces (f bl2 ) are determined numerically according to the212

six DoFs (translations and rotations). The dimensions of these quantities are213

then adjusted according to the considered completeness (by truncating row214

or columns) and are used to predict the target velocity u3. This prediction is215

then compared to a reference, directly determined from the numerical model.216

217
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Method Target prediction Active property Acronyms
TPA u3 = YB

32g
B
2 gB2 = (YB

42)
−1uAB4 -MI

CB-TPA u3 = YAB
32 f eq2

f eq2 = f bl2 -FB

f eq2 = (YA
22)

−1ufree2 -Vf

CB-TPA-DS u3 = YB
32(Y

A
22 + YB

22)
−1YA

22f
eq
2

f eq2 = (YAB
42 )+uAB4 -IS

f eq2 = (YAP
42 )+uAP4 -ISP

Table 1: Summary of the considered TPA methods.

3. Numerical model218

3.1. Geometry and materials219

The assembly is composed of a vibrating bloc as a source (A) and a plate220

as a receiving structure (B). The assembly and the components are shown221

in Fig. 3. The aircraft-like source is a cube in aluminum with 100 mm side,222

in order to model an aeronautical hydraulic pump. The aircraft structure223

is modelled by a plate, in agreement with current practices [2, 30], and is224

made of aluminum. Although idealized, this modelization allows an intuitive225

understanding of the dynamic behavior of the receiving structure. The rele-226

vance of this modelization is discussed in Appendix D, where mobilities of227

the modeled structures are compared to measurements performed on indus-228

trial aeronautical structures. The dimensions of the plate used as receiving229

structure B are 1371, 6× 965, 2× 3 mm3. The test bench P required for the230

CB-TPA-ISP method is a steel plate with same dimensions as the receiving231

structure B but with a thickness of 4,8 mm. This test bench P is inspired by232

the test bench used in reference [1]. The indicator points are positioned (4)233

crosswise and located 20 mm from the center of the interface point (2), as234

shown in Fig. 3. Translational velocities only are considered at the indicator235

points (i.e., n4=12 or 48 respectively for the single and four interface points236

assemblies). Additional simulations have been performed to investigate the237

effect of the position of the indicator points on TPA’s predictions and showed238

no effects (results are not presented here for conciseness). This is attributed239

to the absence of uncertainty other than the omission of DOFs1.240

1For experimental investigations the indicator points should be positioned at a reason-
ably close distance from the interface point to ensure a correct signal-to-noise ratio (see
reference [31] for more details).
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The material properties of each component are given in Tab. 2.

Figure 3: Geometries of the source A, receiving structure B (single interface point config-
uration) and assembly AB (single interface point configuration).

241

Source Receiving Test bench
A structure B P

Material Aluminum Steel
Young’s modulus [GPa] 65,6 200
Density [kg/m3] 2700 7506
Poisson’s coefficient 0,33 0,33
Damping ratio 0,5% 0,5%
Dimensions [mm2] 100× 100 1371, 6× 965, 2 1371, 6× 965, 2
Height/thickness [mm] 125 3 4, 8

Table 2: Model properties.

Two coupling configurations are considered, the first involving a single in-242

terface point, the second involving four interface points. The single interface243
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point configuration allows a simple approach to understand the dynamics at244

the coupling interface. For this configuration, the computations have been245

done for three different locations of the source on the plate and have led to246

similar observations. The four interface points configuration implies interplay247

between the four interface points and is thus intended to be more realistic of248

the assembly of an aeronautical hydraulic pump with an aircraft-like struc-249

ture. In the case of the four interface points structure, the spacing between250

the interfaces is designed based on a measurement on a real aeronautical251

hydraulic pump.252

3.2. Boundary conditions and loadings253

Free and clamped boundary conditions are respectively applied at the254

interface (point 2) of the source to compute its active properties ufree2 and255

f bl2 . Clamped boundary conditions are imposed at the edges of both the256

plates B and P . For the assemblies, components are hard-mounted without257

friction thanks to a circular interface with a radius of 10 mm.258

The multiple active dynamic behaviors of the source are modelled by259

applying various loading (f1) at the center of three faces of the cube to260

the points PX, PY and PZ, as shown in Fig. 4. The forces and moments261

are applied along the normal direction to the faces. Four excitations are262

considered, namely Excitation#1 to Excitation#4 and the corresponding263

amplitude of the three forces and three moments are given in Tab. 3.

Figure 4: Implementation of the active dynamic behavior of the source.

264

Excitation#1 considers a force of 1 N applied on PZ and thus is expected265

to have a simple dynamic behavior mainly in translation along the z axis.266
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fx [N] fy [N] fz [N] τx [N.m] τy [N.m] τz [N.m]
Excitation#1 10−4 10−4 1 10−4 10−4 10−4

Excitation#2 10−1 10−1 1 10−4 10−4 10−4

Excitation#3 10−4 10−4 1 10−2 5.10−3 10−4

Excitation#4 10−4 10−4 1 10−1 10−1 10−4

Table 3: Details of the loading applied on the cube.

This excitation could be reproduced experimentally using a shaker or instru-267

mented hammer. Excitation#2 is similar to Excitation#1 but two forces of268

10−1 N are applied on PX and PY. It is expected that the forces applied along269

x and y generate more complex equivalent forces at the interface (f eq2 ) due to270

the lever arm between points PX, PY and interface. Excitation#3 considers271

a force of 1 N applied on PZ, a 1.10−2 N.m moment acting about PX and a272

5.10−3 N.m moment acting about PY. This set of internal efforts is inspired273

by the dynamic behavior of an axial piston pump (i.e., a pumping motion274

and two out-of-plane moments due to piston movements) [33]. Excitation#4275

is similar to Excitation#3 but a 1.10−1 N.m moment acting about PX and276

PY. This set Excitation#4 is expected to have the most complex dynamic277

behavior. For each excitation, a residual value of 10−4 N or N.m is applied278

along the inactive direction in order to avoid singularities.279

3.3. Finite element modeling280

The numerical model is developed with ANSYS R© APDL 19.2. The sim-281

ulations have been performed using a complete resolution [32] (i.e., without282

modal summation) in the frequency range 40-3000 Hz with a 2 Hz frequency283

step.284

The source A is meshed with 19 085 solid linear elements (SOLID73) hav-285

ing 6 DoFs/node (16 525 elements for the 4 interface points source). These286

elements have been involved only for the purpose of computing dynamic287

quantities pertaining to rotational DoFs, without indirect method. Other-288

wise, elements having less DoFs per node (e.g., SOLID183) could be used289

for time-efficient computations, conjointly with an indirect method or a pilot290

node for computing the rotational dynamic quantities. The geometry of both291

components B and P is meshed with 15 954 shell linear elements (SHELL63)292

having 6 DoFs/node (13 770 elements for the 4 interface points plate). TAR-293

GET170 and CONTA174 elements are used at the contact interface of the294
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components to ensure the rigid coupling. A mesh convergence study has been295

done to ensure that results are mesh-independent.296

3.4. Computation of vibratory indicators297

The Root Mean Square (RMS) of the mobilities and the equivalent forces298

is used to identify the DoFs governing the dynamic behavior of the assembly299

and its components in a readable way, despite the large number of terms (see300

Sect. 4). The RMS value of each term of the mobility matrices and equivalent301

force vectors is computed according to302

XRMS =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
n=1

|X (n)|2, (9)

where X corresponds to a dynamic quantity, N to the number of frequency303

bins (i.e., here N=2960) and |?| to the l2-norm of (?).304

The various TPA methods of interest are used to predict n3=1408 target305

velocities u3 uniformly distributed on an area S of the receiving structure.306

The Spatial Averaged Mean-Square Velocity 〈u23〉 is then computed according307

to308

〈u23〉 =
1

2S

∫∫
S

|u3(x, y)|2 dS (10)

and 〈u23〉 is used as an objective indicator for evaluating the robustness of309

the TPA methods. This choice is substantiated since this target is directly310

related to the equivalent radiated power of a thin structure [34, 36]. As shown311

in Appendix A, going through spatial averages allows a better evaluation312

of TPA method’s robustness since it avoids a dependence of the observation313

point (i.e., the location of the DoF target u3).314

The evaluation of TPA method’s robustness involves the comparison of315

methods predictions together with a reference obtained from a direct simula-316

tion of the operating source attached to the receiving structure. A qualitative317

comparison of the predicted and reference frequency dependent 〈u23〉 for each318

configuration would be too demanding due to the large number of configu-319

rations (4 excitations, 4 matrix completenesses and 9 TPA methods which320

corresponds to a total of 144 scenarios for each of the single and four inter-321

face points assemblies) and the amount of data in the considered frequency322

range (40-3000 Hz). Two objective metrics based on the frequency response323

assurance criterion [16] [28] and the RMS [19] were used in previous works.324
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However, these metrics are too synthetic (i.e., a frequency-dependent predic-325

tion is synthesized by a single value). For this reason a representation using326

boxplot is introduced and used in this document.327

The difference between the predicted and reference 〈u23〉 is computed at328

each frequency bin for each configuration and the statistical parameters of329

this frequency-dependent function are computed and displayed using a box-330

plot. The frame of the boxplot limits the values of the first and ninth deciles.331

Its size, called Inter Decile Range (IDR), allows to represent the dispersion332

of 80% of the values around the median and thus is the most well-suited indi-333

cator to quantify the robustness of a method prediction. The whiskers limit334

the minimum and maximum values. A boxplot with small IDR, a median335

value equal to zero and small whiskers is associated to the most desirable336

scenario for which the 〈u23〉 is correctly predicted by a given TPA method337

and associated mobility matrix completeness (i.e., the model error is low). A338

boxplot with small IDR, a median value equal to zero but with large whiskers339

corresponds to a 〈u23〉 prediction considered globally correct but with local340

discrepancies (e.g., the vibratory behavior of the receiving structure is poorly341

captured at some specific frequency bands such as antiresonance and/or reso-342

nance frequencies). This latter case may not be problematic for a broadband343

source but undesirable in the case of a tonal source, since the operating fre-344

quency of the source may coincide with a strong local discrepancy. Three345

examples are detailed in Appendix B in order to illustrate the boxplot repre-346

sentations associated with a perfect prediction and two predictions leading to347

large whiskers but small IDR. The worst scenario occurs for a boxplot with348

large IDR and whiskers. It corresponds to a 〈u23〉 prediction which varies a lot349

around the median value (i.e., the predicted SAMV is considerably different350

from the reference in the whole frequency range). In this specific case, the351

median and the arithmetic mean may provide additional information, but352

should be analyzed with caution. Indeed, their values can be close to 0 and353

centered on the boxplot frame, when over- and under-estimations compensate354

for each other (which is common when prediction inaccuracies are related to355

frequency-shifted peaks). Consequently, a median of the boxplot close to356

zero is a necessary but not sufficient condition to conclude about the accu-357

racy of a TPA method. Furthermore, an off-centering of the median value in358

the boxplot frame or different values between the median and mean values359

indicates an unbalance between the over- and under- estimations, which may360

be induced by particular phenomena located at a specific frequency band.361

Illustrative examples are provided and analyzed in section 5.1.362
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4. Identification of the DoFs governing the dynamic behavior of363

components and assemblies364

This section examines the passive and active dynamical properties of the365

assembly (single interface point configuration) and its components in order366

to provide useful information to interpret the results provided by all the TPA367

methods of interest (i.e., TPA-MI, CB-TPA and CB-TPA-DS).368

4.1. Mobility369

The RMS value (see Eq. 9) of all mobility terms of YA
22 is represented in370

Fig. 5.a). It is shown that the terms with the highest amplitude are located371

on the diagonal and on an “anti-diagonal”. According to Fig. 5, only the372

FULL completeness allows to accounting for all of these terms. The RMS373

values of the receiving structure mobility matrix at interface 2, YB
22, are374

represented in Fig. 5.b). As expected, the dynamic behavior of the plate375

is mainly governed by bending (i.e., the out-of-plane (OOP) completeness).376

The RMS values of the assembly transfer mobility YAB
3uz2, and related to a377

single randomly chosen target point 3, are shown in Fig. 5.c). Only the378

values related to the z -axis velocity are shown, since they are the only ones379

required for the prediction of u3. It highlights a dynamic behavior governed380

by OOP completeness. While the passive dynamic behavior of the assembly is381

globally bending-governed, modes with more complex shapes appear at high382

frequencies and are referred to as ”complex shape” modes in the following.383

To illustrate this, the frequency-dependent mobility magnitudes are shown384

in Fig. 6. The mobilities associated to the OOP completeness (i.e., Y AB
3uz2fz

,385

Y AB
3uz2τx and Y AB

3uz2τy) dominate up to 2000 Hz. The modes in this frequency386

range follow the bending deformation pattern of the plate (Fig. 7).a)). Above387

2000 Hz, complex shape modes appear. As shown in Fig. 7.b), their patterns388

involve significant movements in translation of the source in the x - and y-axis389

direction. These modes result from the interaction of the source mobility390

with the first traction-compression modes of the plate. Consequently, the391

amplitude of the mobilities Y AB
3uz2fx

and Y AB
3uz2fy

increases locally and are similar392

or higher in amplitude in this frequency range compared with Y AB
3uz2fz

.393
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Figure 7: Depiction of the mass-normalized deformation mode: a) bending governed mode
and b) complex shape mode (color online).

4.2. Source active property: f eq2394

The RMS values of f eq2 provided by the blocked force method (see Eq. 5),395

for the four excitations (i.e., Excitation#1-Excitation#4), are represented396

in Fig. 8. The Excitation#1 provides an equivalent force mainly along the397

z -axis. As expected, the Excitation#4 provides the most complex dynamic398

behavior, involving x - and y-axis forces and moments. Only the FULL com-399

pleteness allows for including all of these terms. Both Excitation#2 and #3400

provide intermediate dynamic behaviors. None of the four sources generate401

important z -axis moment.402

5. Robustness of TPA methods403

The robustness of the TPA methods (i.e., their sensitivity to the model404

uncertainty associated with the mobility matrices completeness) is inves-405

tigated in this section for multiple source active dynamic behaviors (i.e.,406

Excitation#1-Excitation#4) and multiple matrix completenesses (i.e., FULL,407

OOP, TDOF and Z), in the case of the single interface point assembly and408

finally in the case of the four interface points assembly. As mentioned previ-409

ously, boxplot representations are used to analyze the discrepancies between410

TPA methods’ prediction of 〈u23〉 with its reference value and thus evaluate411

their robustness to matrix completeness.412

5.1. Application to the single interface point assembly413

5.1.1. FULL and OOP completenesses414

The boxplots related to the FULL completeness are shown in Fig. 9 a) to415

d) for each source behavior. All boxplots are centered on zero regardless of416
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the excitation and the method. As expected, without any operator nor model417

uncertainties (the matrices are full), all TPA methods correctly predict 〈u23〉.418

This allows to verify the numerical application of the TPA-MI, CB-TPA and419

CB-TPA-DS methods related to single interface point structure.420

The boxplots related to the OOP completeness are shown in Fig. 9 e)421

to h) for each source behavior. The TPA-MI method perfectly predicts 〈u23〉422

(median and IDR are equal to zero), regardless of the complexity of the423

active dynamic behavior of the source. Indeed, this method is based on the424

receiving structure mobility (YB
22, YB

32 and YB
42) and the velocities (u4) of the425

assembly (see Eqs. 2 and 3), which are mainly governed by bending behavior426

accounted for in the OOP completeness.427

The CB-TPA methods provide perfect predictions of 〈u23〉 for the Excita-428

tion#1 (median and IDR are equal to zero). The prediction accuracy slightly429

decreases for the Excitation#2 and Excitation#3 (medians are equal to zeros430

and IDR are up to 1,7 dB) and for the Excitation#4 (median and IDR are431

respectively up to -0,2 and 8,8 dB). In order to better understand the nature432

of the inaccuracies affecting these predictions, the frequency-dependent 〈u23〉433

estimated from the CB-TPA-FB and -ISP methods for Excitation#4 are434

presented in Fig. 10 (see red and orange curves respectively). It is worth435

noting that a linear scale for the frequency axis is used to be coherent with436
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Figure 9: Boxplots representation related to Excitation#1 to Excitation#4 considering
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the single interface point structure. Note that the dynamic range is larger for d) and h)
(color online).

the narrow band calculation of the statistical properties presented in the437

boxplots (a logarithmic scale would have overexposed the discrepancies at low438

frequencies). Both methods provide perfect predictions at low and medium439

frequencies, the assembly being bending-governed. At higher frequencies440

(above 1800 Hz), the predictions are less accurate. However, even in the case441

of CB-TPA-ISP, the prediction of 〈u23〉 is correct; 50% of the data is included442

between 2,2 dB (maximum value) and −0, 2 dB (median value) of deviation443

from the reference. The difference between the median and mean value (-2,2444

dB) highlights that the data is not evenly distributed in the boxplots (i.e., the445

inaccuracies are few in number but are large compared to the rest of the data).446

The discrepancies with the reference (black curve) are due to the omission of447

mobilities Y AB
3uz2fx

and Y AB
3uz2fy

associated to the modes with complex shapes448

of the assembly (see Sect. 4.1). These discrepancies at high frequencies are449

larger for CB-TPA-ISP, because of the incorrect characterization of f eq2 which450

adds up to the uncertainty associated with the DoFs omission (the boxplot451

related to CB-TPA-FB allowing to quantify the uncertainty associated with452

the DoFs omission only).453

According to Fig. 9.e-g), the CB-TPA-DS methods provide satisfactory454
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Figure 10: a) The reference and four predicted frequency-dependent 〈u2
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b) The difference between each predicted and the reference 〈u2
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3〉. Results are provided for configuration involving Excitation#4,
the OOP completeness and the single interface point structure (color online).

predictions of 〈u23〉 for Excitation#1 to Excitation#3 (median and IDR are455

respectively up to −0, 1 and 2,2 dB), despite large whiskers. The size of456

the whiskers is due to large discrepancies at low frequencies (see zoom at457

low frequencies in Fig. B.15, dashed yellow line). The predictions of 〈u23〉458

associated with Excitation#4 are much less accurate (median and IDR re-459

spectively up to 2,2 and 24,8 dB). The discrepancies, either at high or low460

frequencies, are due to the incorrect reconstruction of the coupled mobil-461

ity YAB
32 by the dynamic substructuring procedure. The inaccuracies are462

larger for a source with a complex active behavior, since more DoFs are ex-463

cited (i.e., more terms of YAB
32 ). As shown in Fig. 10 (see dark and light464

green curves), the two methods based on the dynamic substructuring pro-465

cedure (i.e., CB-TPA-DS-FB and -ISP ) provide inaccurate predictions over466

the entire frequency range. The predictions are similar between these two467

CB-TPA-DS methods but different from the CB-TPA methods, suggesting468

that the discrepancies are mainly governed by the dynamic substructuring469

procedure and not by the characterization of f eq2 . The inaccuracies at low470

frequencies result from an inadequate description of the source mobility YA
22471
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with the OOP completeness, while those at high frequencies (above 2000 Hz)472

result from the omission of the plate mobilities Y B
2ux2fx

and Y B
2uy2fy

(i.e., the473

non-consideration of the first traction compression modes of the plate).474

The CB-TPA-DS methods are globally less accurate than CB-TPA (espe-475

cially with the Excitation#4), suggesting the dynamic substructuring proce-476

dure may be more sensitive to the model uncertainties than the determination477

of f eq2 .478

5.1.2. TDOF and Z completenesses479

The boxplots related to the TDOF completeness are shown in Fig. 11.a)480

to d) for each source behavior. In this case, TPA-MI and CB-TPA-DS meth-481

ods show a similar accuracy. They both provide satisfactory predictions482

of 〈u23〉 (median and IDR are respectively up to −0, 3 and 3,6 dB), when483

Excitation#1 to Excitation#3 are considered. However, the predictions of484

〈u23〉 are less accurate when Excitation#4 is considered (median is −2, 5 dB485

lower and IDR is 15,7 dB larger). The observed discrepancies are mainly due486

to the plate mobilities required in these TPA methods (i.e., YB
22 and YB

32)487

and which are not well described by the translational DoFs.488

CB-TPA generally provides better predictions of 〈u23〉 than TPA-MI and489

CB-TPA-DS methods. Indeed, the modes with complex shapes of the as-490

sembly appearing at high frequencies (f >2000 Hz) could be partially de-491

scribed with the terms Y AB
3uz2fx

and Y AB
3uz2fy

. The discrepancies affecting the492

CB-TPA methods mostly come from bending modes at low to mid frequen-493

cies (f <2000 Hz) and which are not well accounted for by the TDOF com-494

pleteness. These inaccuracies are larger for a source with a complex active495

behavior involving x - and y-axis moments, such as Excitation#4, since the496

TDOF completeness does not allow to account for these moments related to497

the bending motion.498

The boxplots related to the Z completeness are shown in Fig. 11.e) to h)499

for each source behavior. For both the TPA-MI and CB-TPA-DS methods,500

the boxplots associated with the Z completeness are similar to those as-501

sociated with the TDOF completeness, suggesting that the consideration of502

mobilities related to x - and y-axis translational DoFs do not significantly im-503

prove the predictions of 〈u23〉 provided by these methods. In contrast, for the504

CB-TPA methods, the boxplots associated with the Z completeness are larger505

when compared to the TDOF completeness, especially for Excitation#4 (IDR506

are 12 dB larger). Indeed, the modes with complex shapes at high frequen-507

cies might be partially described with the x - and y-axis translational DoFs,508
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and which should not be discarded.
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509

In order to better understand the nature of the inaccuracies affecting510

these predictions, the frequency-dependent 〈u23〉 related to the CB-TPA-IS511

and CB-TPA-DS-IS methods with both TDOF and Z completenesses for512

Excitation#4 are presented in Fig. 12. CB-TPA-IS with both TDOF and Z513

completenesses (red and orange curves) provide same predictions at low and514

mid frequencies, suggesting that the x - and y-axis mobilities do not have sig-515

nificant influence for describing the bending modes of the assembly. However,516

accounting for x - and y-axis translational DoFs leads to better predictions517

above 2000 Hz, resulting in an IDR 14,3 dB smaller for the TDOF complete-518

ness than the Z. Consequently, the TDOF completeness seems acceptable to519

describe these modes with complex shapes.520

CB-TPA-DS-IS with both TDOF and Z completenesses lead to the same521

predictions in the entire frequency range (see light and dark green curves).522

The results are similar to those provided by CB-TPA-IS with Z completeness523

above 2000 Hz (see orange curve), suggesting that the TDOF and Z com-524

pletenesses do not allow for reconstructing modes with complex shape by the525

dynamic substructuring procedure.526
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In agreement with the literature, modes with complex shape appear at527

high frequencies for the considered assembly [17, 18, 20]. However, the con-528

clusions slightly differ regarding the influence of rotational DoFs omission529

on the TPA methods prediction accuracy, probably because the dynamic530

behavior of the structure considered in this work is different from those in-531

vestigated in the aforementioned studies [17, 18, 20]. In these works, it has532

been suggested that the influence of rotational DoFs is significant at high533

frequencies, due to modes with complex shape, and that they should be ac-534

counted for in the TPA or dynamic substructuring equations. In this study,535

exploiting a plate bending-governed at low frequencies as receiving structure,536

the omission of rotational DoFs prevent correct predictions of the bending537

modal behavior of the structure, especially at low frequencies, when a source538

with complex active dynamic behavior is considered. In contrast, in the case539

of the CB-TPA methods, the modes with complex shape at high frequencies540

are acceptably described by the TDOF completeness.541
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Figure 12: a) The reference and four predicted 〈u2
3〉 provided respectively with i) CB-

TPA-IS and TDOF completeness, ii) CB-TPA-IS and Z completeness, iii) CB-TPA-DS-IS
and TDOF completeness and iv) CB-TPA-DS-IS and Z completeness. b) The difference
between each predicted and the reference 〈u2

3〉 and c) the boxplots associated to each
predicted 〈u2

3〉. Results are provided for configuration involving Excitation#4, the TDOF
or Z completeness and the single interface point structure

(color online)
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5.2. Application to the four interface points assembly542

Boxplot representations are also used to evaluate the robustness of each543

method applied to the four interface points assembly (see Fig. 3). The box-544

plots are shown in Fig. 13 for each source behavior and the OOP, TDOF and545

Z completenesses. The boxplots related to the FULL completeness are not546

shown, since the 〈u23〉 is perfectly predicted similarly to the case of the single547

interface point structure (see Fig. 9.a-d).548

The accuracy of the TPA-MI method is similar to the one already ob-549

served for the single interface configuration: the OOP completeness allows550

perfect predictions of 〈u23〉 and on the contrary, the TDOF and Z complete-551

nesses provide inaccurate predictions of 〈u23〉 (median down to −4, 5 dB and552

IDR up to 13,9 dB, see Fig. 13.f) and j)) due to the bending-governed mo-553

bility YB
32. The TPA-MI method accuracy is weakly dependent on the active554

behavior of the source as well as on the consideration of the x - and y-axis555

translational DoFs.556

The accuracy of CB-TPA methods improves in the case of the four inter-557

face points configuration, compared to the single interface point configura-558

tion. The 〈u23〉 is correctly predicted with the OOP, TDOF and Z complete-559

nesses. Only few discrepancies can be observed mainly for the CB-TPA-ISP560

method in the case of the Excitation#2 (see Fig. 13.b) and j)), but could561

be considered as acceptable (50% of the data are including between -1,6 et 0562

dB, since the median is equal to 0, see Fig. 13.f)). The fairly good accuracy563

provided by the Z completeness can be attributed to an implicit considera-564

tion of the global rotations along the x - and y-axis thanks to the assessment565

of the z -axis translational DoFs at the four interface points (in the similar566

way to the equivalent multi-point connection method described in [37]). This567

implicit consideration is allowed here, since the assembly does nearly not de-568

form between the four interface points. The predictions are more accurate569

for the TDOF completeness (median equal to 0 and IDR less than 0,3 dB)570

than for the Z completeness, since all of the TDOF are considered as well as571

the implicit consideration of all the global rotation of the source.572

The CB-TPA-DS methods provide the less accurate predictions. Their573

accuracy is found to be similar to the one already observed in the case of574

the single interface configuration, except for Excitation#3 and TDOF com-575

pleteness (i.e., Fig. 13.h)). The predictions of 〈u23〉 are correct as long as (i)576

the OOP completeness is used and (ii) the source shows a relatively simple577

active dynamic behavior (i.e., Excitation#1 to Excitation#3). Otherwise578

the predictions of 〈u23〉 are inaccurate (median and IDR are respectively up579
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Figure 13: Boxplots representation related to Excitation#1 to Excitation#4 considering
a) to d) the OOP completeness, e) to h) the TDOF completeness and i) to l) the Z
completeness for each TPA-MI (red frame), CB-TPA (white frame) and CB-TPA-DS
(grey frame) methods applied on the four interface points structure (color online).

to 6,9 and 21,7 dB). Again, the dynamic substructuring procedure appears580

to be a sensitive step since it requires the mobilities of both components,581

especially for sources with complex dynamic behavior such as Excitation#4582

(see Fig. 13.d) and l)).583

Additional investigations are presented in the Appendix C, considering a584

small plate as receiving structure (refer to as B∗). The results lead to similar585

conclusions than those presented in Fig. 13 in the case of the large plate B,586

except for the OOP completeness. The latter completeness allows the CB-587

TPA-DS methods to provide accurate predictions, since the assembly AB∗
588

does not involve modes with complex shape at high frequency.589
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6. Conclusion590

The TPA methods attracted a lot of attention in the last few years to591

investigate and mitigate structure borne noise, but their use is still restricted592

due to model uncertainties such as the determination of mobilities related593

to rotational DoFs or in-plane DoFs, which are generally omitted for conve-594

nience purpose. However, this approximation may lead to significant inaccu-595

rate predictions.596

In this work, the sensitivity of nine TPA methods to the mobility matrices597

completeness has been numerically investigated for several configurations of598

assemblies (i.e., different active source properties, different numbers of con-599

tact points). The investigations are conducted on a numerical model of a600

rigid source attached to a thin plate, designed to mimic the dynamic behav-601

ior of an aircraft light equipment attached to an aircraft-like structure. Four602

mobility matrix completenesses and four source active dynamic behaviors are603

considered and the TPA methods are applied on assemblies based on one or604

four interface points. A boxplot representation is introduced and used to605

evaluate the TPA method’s robustness with respect to the completeness and606

the active dynamic behavior of the source.607

It is shown that, the required completeness depends on the TPA method608

considered and on the active and passive dynamic behavior of the structures.609

In this study, the classical TPA-MI method leads to perfect predictions with610

the FULL and OOP completenesses, for both the four and single interface611

point assembly, since they are suitable for describing the bending-governed612

dynamic behavior of the considered receiving structure. In contrast, the613

TDOF and Z completeness allow correct predictions only when a source with614

a simple active dynamic behavior (e.g., Excitation#1 in this study) and a615

unique interface point assembly are involved. The CB-TPA methods lead to616

almost perfect predictions for the four interface point assembly, regardless of617

the completeness. This accuracy is allowed by an implicit consideration of618

the rotations by the translations (thanks to the rigid behavior between the619

four points of interface induced by the source). In the case of the single in-620

terface point assembly, the OOP and TDOF completenesses provide correct621

predictions, but their accuracy decreases as the active behavior of the source622

becomes more complex. The CB-TPA methods appear thus as complemen-623

tary methods to the TPA-MI method for validation purposes. In contrast,624

the CB-TPA-DS methods provide generally the less accurate predictions,625

especially for the source with a complex active dynamic behavior. Going626
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through FULL completeness appears as a requirement for robust predictions627

with these methods, since it is the only one of the four investigated com-628

pleteness suitable for describing the mobility of both components considered629

in this work.630

This study has underlined the DoFs to consider for a robust applica-631

tion of multiple TPA methods on typical aeronautical assemblies. Although632

the study is conducted considering multiple TPA methods, active behaviors633

and assembly configurations to be comprehensive, the conclusions are, how-634

ever, limited to the considered models or similar, namely a rigid source hard635

mounted on a bending-governed receiving structure. The consideration of636

soft-mounted assembly or the brackets of hydraulic pipes as case studies is637

perspective of the current work.638
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Appendix A. Influence of the target point location645

A common practice, according to the literature, consists in using a single646

target point as the objective indicator to evaluate the robustness of a TPA647

method’s prediction. To evaluate the influence of the target point location648

on the evaluation of a method robustness, the RMS values of the difference649

between the reference and the target velocities, provided by the CB-TPA-650

IS method, have been computed at each target location considered in this651

work (n3=1408, see Sect.3.4). The difference between the RMS values of652

the predicted and reference velocities (in dB) is shown in Fig. A.14 a) and653

b) respectively when the FULL and Z completenesses are considered. Re-654

sults related to Fig. A.14 b) show that the difference of the RMS value is655

not homogeneous on the surface of the plate when Z completeness is con-656

sidered for the velocity predictions, suggesting a possible dependence of the657

CB-TPA-IS method reliability according to the target point location on the658

receiving structure. Going through spatial averages appears as a requirement659

for robust predictions of methods reconstruction capabilities.660
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Figure A.14: Difference between the RMS value of the reference and the RMS value of
predicted velocity using CB-TPA-IS method considering a) FULL and b) Z completenesses
(color online).

Appendix B. On the use of statistical representation to quantify661

the TPA methods accuracy662

In this appendix, three predictions of the reference 〈u23〉 from TPA meth-663

ods are detailed in order to illustrate the boxplot representation. They are664

associated with (i) a perfect prediction of 〈u23〉 , (ii) a prediction leading to665

large whiskers and (iii) a prediction leading to large whiskers and IDR. The666

predictions have been obtained using the CB-TPA-IS and CB-TPA-DS-IS667

methods applied to the single interface point assembly and considering the668

Excitation#1.669

Fig. B.15.a) presents the reference frequency-dependent 〈u23〉 and three670

predictions provided by (i) the CB-TPA-IS method with the OOP complete-671

ness (dashed red line), (ii) CB-TPA-DS-IS method with the OOP complete-672

ness (dashed orange line) and (iii) the CB-TPA-IS method with the TDOF673

completeness (dashed green line). The frequency-dependent difference be-674

tween each TPA prediction and the reference is shown in Fig. B.15.b) and675

the associated boxplots are shown in Fig. B.15.c).676

The CB-TPA-IS method with OOP completeness (dashed red curves)677

provides perfect prediction of 〈u23〉 . This perfect prediction is captured by678

the boxplot representation: the median and IDR are equal to 0 dB.679

The CB-TPA-DS-IS method with the OOP completeness (dashed orange680

curves) provides almost perfect prediction of 〈u23〉 (the median and IDR equal681

to 0 dB), despite large whiskers. The size of the whiskers is due to the682
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Figure B.15: a) The reference and three predicted 〈u2
3〉 related to Excitation#1 and pro-

vided respectively with (i) OOP completeness and CB-TPA-IS method, (i) OOP complete-
ness and CB-TPA-DS-IS method and (iii) TDOF completeness and CB-TPA-IS method.
b) the difference between each predicted and the reference 〈u2

3〉 and c) the boxplots asso-
ciated to each predicted 〈u2

3〉. Results are pertaining to the single interface point configu-
ration assembly (color online).

inaccuracies located to a narrow frequency range at low frequencies (below683

150Hz), which are due to the incorrect description of the source mobility YA
22684

required for the dynamic substructuring procedure.685

The CB-TPA-IS method with TDOF (dark green curves) completeness686

provides a good prediction of 〈u23〉 (the median and IDR respectively equal687

to 0 and 2,2 dB). The IDR is larger than with the OOP completeness, since688

a larger frequency range is affected by inaccuracies.689

Appendix C. Influence of the receiving structure on the TPA ro-690

bustness691

This study evaluates the influence of the dynamic behavior of the receiv-692

ing structure on the TPA methods predictions. The four interface points693

source A is attached to a plate B∗, which is designed to avoid traction-694

compression modes in the considered frequency range. Its dimensions are695

(210 × 190 × 1, 5 mm3) and simply supported condition are imposed at the696
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edges of B∗. The material properties are the same than the ones used for the697

plate B. The geometry of the assembly AB∗ is shown in Fig. C.16.

Figure C.16: Geometries of the assembly AB∗.

698

The boxplots associated with the TPA methods applied to the AB∗ as-699

sembly are presented in Fig. C.17, for each active behavior of the source. The700

boxplots associated with the FULL completeness are not shown because the701

response 〈u23〉 is again perfectly estimated. The observations for the TPA-MI702

and CB-TPA methods are exactly the same as for the assembly AB .703

In the case of the CB-TPA-DS methods, the observations are slightly dif-704

ferent. These methods estimate more accurately 〈u23〉 with OOP complete-705

ness when they are applied to the assembly AB∗ (IDRs are down to 22,1 dB706

smaller) than to AB (see Fig. 13))), especially in the case Excitation#4. this707

difference was expected, since AB∗ does not have complex shape modes at708

high frequencies unlike to AB.709

Regarding the TDOF completenesses, the CB-TPA-DS methods do not710

provide accurate estimations of 〈u23〉 (as observed for the assembly AB). The711

inaccuracies are due to a frequency shift of the peaks of 〈u23〉. These shifts712

lead to as many overestimations as underestimations, which is reflected on the713

boxplots by large IDRs (reaching 13,5 dB), but with mean and median values714

close to zero. The frequency shifts being due to an unsuitable reconstruction715

of the dynamic behavior of the assembly AB∗ by DS. Note that similar716

observations have been established at low frequencies (below 800 Hz) for the717

single interface point assembly AB (see Fig. 12). The results were therefore718

expected and support the hypothesis that TDOF completeness is not suitable719

for the application of CB-TPA-DS methods to a bending-governed receiving720

structure.721
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Figure C.17: Boxplots representation related to Excitation#1 to Excitation#4 considering
a) to d) the OOP completeness, e) to h) the TDOF completeness and i) to l) the Z
completeness for each TPA-MI (red frame), CB-TPA (white frame) and CB-TPA-DS
(grey frame) methods applied on the four interface points structure B* (color online).

Appendix D. Comparison between the numerical model and in-722

dustrial structures723

The mobilities of two industrial aeronautical hydraulic pumps have been724

measured according to a TDOF completeness and are compared to those of725

the 4 interface points cubic source. The results are presented considering mo-726

bilities relative to to one of the four interface points. The magnitudes of the727

mobilities Y A
2ux2fx, Y

A
2uy2fy and Y A

2uz2fz are shown respectively in Fig. D.18.a),728

b). and c)., together with the mobilities related of the 4 interface points729

cubic source.730

The cubic source has a dynamic behavior close to that of hydraulic pumps731

(i.e., low modal density). The magnitude of their mobilities are similar to732

those of the cubic source.733
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Figure D.18: a) Y A
2ux2fx, b) Y A

2uy2fy and c) Y A
2uz2fz mobilities measured on two industrial

hydraulic pumps (blue and green lines) and simulated on the 4 interface points numerical
model (red line).

The mobilities of two structures from distinct aircraft have been mea-734

sured, considering the translational DoF normal to the surface only. The735

magnitude of these mobilities are shown in Fig. D.19, together with the mo-736

bilities Y B
2uz2fz of the aluminium plates B and B*. The results show similar737

magnitudes between the mobilities of the aircraft structures and both alu-738

minium plates considered in this work. The aircraft structures have modal739

densities closer to that of the smallest plate (orange curve), but the local740

variations of amplitudes are closer to that of the largest plate (red curve).

Figure D.19: Y B
2uz2fz mobility measured on two distinct aircraft structures (blue and green

lines) and simulated on the numerical models of the aluminium plates (red and orange
lines).

741
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